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There is much talk of strasserism today when we talk about national socialist
organizations trying to give the appearance of being left. Not completely wrong is the
claim that these are more dangerous than the classic neo-the so-called "Hollywood"
Nazism as more or less try to be as evil as possible, love Hitler as much as possible,
and seem crazy rasbiologer. All other Nazis, we usually, and a lot of Nazis, too, tired
point at which Strasse skimmers. No matter now if it moves to the Nazis has adopted
autonomous clothing styles, other tactics or talking class. Clearly a feltänk. Serious
National Socialism and Fascism in particular have always wanted to make himself the
"left" and see themselves as a third solution between capitalism and communism.
However, this is not strasserism. What we see in Germany pallet wraps and guevara tshirts, or People's Front, or even among the "identitarian" is not strasserism. It is only
the restructuring of the social tactic that the reaction always used. Strasserism
however, the only attempt that reaction tried to do where a total break with fascism
and National Socialism attempted carried out with violence and revolutionary
ambitions, even if the content itself is about the same (Koproratismen, class
collaboration, as its definite similarity)
To be consistent, you have to draw a line. Strasserism is and will always be brothers
Strasser socialist and fascist ideas and aspirations, and in particular their organization,
the Black Front's, grundstommte. Never before in the Italian syndicalism that sooner
or later anledde fascism in the French identatire policy strasserism existed, albeit
perhaps influenced. In today's fascist and Nazi Sweden is strasserism in synnher not
active, although SMC seems to believe it.
Whose is this notion come from? Yes most people know enough to Gregor and Otto
Strasser was before the NSDAP's success Communists Social Democrats and also a
part of the international 'radical' (even libertarian) left the movement, later on, they
went into the National Socialist Party (large parts of the contemporary libertarian
made ) where they quickly advanced because of their political literacy.
B.l.a. was the life of the party, and especially in their newspapers, when Hitler was in
prison and rebuilt to a large extent the political propaganda that recruited workers to
the party and its paramilitary arm SA. After Hitler abandoned the ideas of socialism in
National Socialism, and continued on a more tradtionell reactionary way of close
collaboration with industry and international capital, then began a bitter power
struggle between Strasser on one side and Hitler on the other side. Gregor and Otto
Strasser lost the power struggle (Much thanks to Hitler with a young Goebbels, who
in his early years wanted blah approach the Soviet Union and create alliance 'with the
socialist brothers'), several leading National Socialists with him created the Black
Front as after its creation was, paradoxically, one of Germany's largest and most
active anti-fascist initiative of the NSDAP's Germany. Anti-fascism (Hmmm antiHitlerism) with fascists spearheaded thus.
This whole political process and the internal struggle ended in the night of the long
knives when S.A. who had threatened a second revolution inspired by Strasser Black
Front (already left the NSDAP) was put down brutally by what later would become
the SS. Unsurprisingly, this also means the end of the Black Front and the Strasser

brothers, one of whom was executed and Otto Strasser went into exile to work with,
in bourgeois terms, anti-fascism b.l.a. Hitler Enemy radio broadcasts and the
requirement that the war would end after 1939. The second revolution was seen by
much of the SA and Strasser revisionists as a continuation of the revolution, where
Hitler would be thrown of power and a true socialist German state established. When
war broke out also means the second goal of the revolution to end the war and make it
annexed the country free again and so on.
Anyway. How much anything can be written about all this. However, policy texts
Otto Strasser wrote an important historical document from inside Hitler's Germany.
You who are reading the texts will be surprised both by his totalta abhorrence of
Hitler, the War, and largely also the National Socialist Germany and its oppression,
you will also be amazed by his strong anti-semitism, racism and open fascism while
you will be surprised some of his political demands and open the influences of
Marxism. It is important documents, not least because they are considered more
important by our opponents, and particularly among third position that has dominated
the strategy and tactics among the national socialists abroad.
I recommend that you first read Germany Tommorow (which is two books, and there
are also Black Front's manifesto and must be seen as Otto Strasser main work) and
then read Hitler And I.
This is among the most remarkable I've read in a long time. Not least of the radical
conviction against the Nazis and Hitler and National Socialism as a whole, it must
also be among the first recognitions were written about the concentration camps etc.
Especially amazed by the Black Front's goal with the second revolution was to
federalisera throughout Germany, creating democracy, introducing his new socialism
and later peace with all countries ... except the Soviet course.
In addition, you will have to make do with the versions below. I'm working on a more
läsbegriplig solution. I will probably follow up with "Revolution or Reaction". I want
to stress that I myself am not a strasserist then I can hardly be called a fascist,
tradtionalist or anything else that möjlggör his ideas. I share especially Strasser's view
of Marxism as a liberal, and therefore something that must be destroyed, like
capitalism (and fascism). As an anti-fascist, I also fought against Strasser utopianism
and attacks on the labor movement. However, I find the history interesting and, in
particular, such a story, which in principle is forgotten and amusing in its own way in
the political history. But if Strasser is a friend? Hardly. One of National Socialism and
Fascism influenced utopian as Integral sprag some form of socialism does not change
the fundamental battle for work and employers. Or, as they say, a fascist, a fascist is a
fascist. Then let them be in hilarious combinations.
	
  

